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The increasing civil aviation transport in recent years has forced more 
requirements on Air Traffic Control (ATC) system. This paper discussed key 
technologies of alert subsystem in ATC system, based on the author’s working 
experience in ATC system construction, acceptance inspection, and validation at 
Xiamen ATC Center. Alert subsystem includes Dangerous Area Invasion 
Warming(DAIW) subsystem, Minimum Safe Altitude Warning(MSAW) subsystem, 
and Short Term Conflict Alert(STCA) subsystem, contributing to advanced warning to 
the Controller for emergency measure preventing danger.  
Technologies of alert subsystem are one of the most important parts in ATC 
system. In this work, the multi radar data processing is presented, and then detailed 
description of algorithms, implementation steps, and the specific settings of three 
important alert subsystem including DAIW, MSAW, and STCA are given. Further 
optimization and improvement were conducted for the purpose of improving alert 
subsystem for better accuracy and efficiency. Specifically, the method of 
polygons-in-rectangle was used to improve the operating efficiency of DAIW 
subsystem; some inaccurate alarm in particular cases were corrected in MSAW 
subsystem; and for STCA subsystem initial separation was employed and greatly 
improved the efficiency as well as the accuracy, due to adjustments according to the 
Cleared Flight Level(CFL) in real operation. The ameliorated alert subsystem met the 
requirements of civil aviation well, and have been running stably at Xiamen ATC 
Center to date. 
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